Background: Physical activity and exercise improve outcomes in Parkinson disease (PD), however little is known about activity levels in early PD patients. Objective and Methods: We examined self-reported activity scores and examined associations with clinical characteristics in 383 PD subjects and 175 healthy controls from the Parkinson Progression Markers Initiative (PPMI). Results: Activity scores were 8% lower for PD subjects than HC (162.6 ± 86.2 vs 175.0 ± 78.5, p = 0.10). Higher scores were associated with younger age and male sex. Only 47% of PD subjects and 44% of HC reported activity consistent with standard recommendations for adults. Conclusions: Our findings highlight the need to encourage exercise even in early PD.
INTRODUCTION
Physical activity is a modifiable lifestyle factor that may affect disease onset, severity, and progression in Parkinson disease (PD) [1] . Higher levels of midlife exercise, including strength, aerobic, and balance training, are associated with lower PD risk [2, 3] , and PD patients who remain physically active have better health related quality of life [4] and lower rates of serious complications such as falls and fractures [5] . If activity improves outcomes in PD, then inactivity likely contributes to disability and represents an opportunity for intervention.
For these reasons, physical activity assessment is one component of the quality guidelines of the * Correspondence to: Sneha Mantri, 3900 Woodland Ave, Mailstop 127, Philadelphia, PA 19104, USA. Fax: +1 215 823 5815; E-mail: Sneha.Mantri@uphs.upenn.edu. American Academy of Neurology for patients with PD [6] . Although guidelines for formal physical therapy programs in PD exist [7] , there are currently no established targets for the prescription of general activity to PD patients. For all adults, the American Heart Association (AHA) recommends 150 minutes of moderate or 75 minutes of vigorous physical activity weekly, together with 2 days per week of strength training [8] . It is unclear whether an activity benchmark intended for the general population is achievable for PD patients with motor disability.
Despite increasing recognition of the importance of physical activity in disease management, little is known about prevailing activity habits in early PD. In moderate PD, activity is low, and near-sedentary behavior is associated with worsening disability [9, 10] . There is growing interest in activity levels in early disease, where interventions may be the most achievable and provide the longest potential benefit. 
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Prior studies of activity in early PD [11, 12] are small and focus on walking rather than a range of physical activities. Here, we report the results of a cross-sectional analysis of baseline Physical Activity Scale in the Elderly (PASE) [13] scores and clinical correlates for deeply-phenotyped (with detailed clinical, neuropsychological, imaging and biomarker assessments) PD patients and healthy controls (HC) enrolled in the Parkinson Progression Markers Initiative (PPMI) [14] , a large international multicenter cohort study of early PD patients.
METHODS

Subjects/assessments
Data analysis
Our primary outcome measure was the PASE score, computed using the PASE Administration and Scoring Manual [New England Research Institute, Watertown MA, USA]. The raw PASE data allows conversion of activity frequency, duration, and intensity into a METS-based total score, where higher scores indicate more exercise engagement; scores range from 0 to 500. Subscores for household chores and leisure activities were also calculated; the workrelated item is not included in either subscore. We also examined the reported frequency and duration for moderate activities, vigorous activities, and strength training. Individuals who reported at least two days per week of strength training, together with either 150 minutes weekly moderate activity or 75 minutes of weekly vigorous activity, were considered to be adherent to AHA guidelines. All other individuals were coded as not adherent.
Because an initial inspection revealed that PASE scores for HC were higher than previously published population norms, we audited all data, blinded to diagnosis, and recoded when necessary, according to the PASE scoring manual. If either the PASE manual did not provide guidance or the participant did not report specific types of activities, the raw scores were not changed. Twenty percent of scores were recoded; the mean score difference between raw and recoded scores was 3.3 points for PD subjects and 4.5 points for HC; recoded scores were within 2.5% of raw scores. Of those who required recoding, 47.7% had over-reported activity and 52.3% had underreported activity. Analysis used only the recoded scores. Auditing also revealed five PD subjects and one control who grossly over-reported activity (i.e. daily activity duration exceeded 24 hours). These individuals were excluded from further analysis.
Data were analyzed using SPSS version 20 [IBM, Cary NC, USA]. We performed t-tests comparing PD subjects with age-and gender-matched HC. We also conducted linear and logistic regression analyses on PD subjects to identify clinical characteristics associated with higher levels of physical activity and adherence to AHA guidelines, respectively.
RESULTS
The mean age [SD] of PD subjects was 61.6 (9.7) compared to 61.4 (11.0) for HC (p = 0.83). Of PD subjects, 65.5% were male, compared to 62.3% of HC (p = 0.46). Education levels were similar between the two groups (15.6 years for PD, 16.0 years for HC, p = 0.11). PD subjects had an average disease duration of 16.6 [SD 7.7] months at the time of first PASE, and most (n = 363, 95.5%) were unmedicated.
Mean PASE scores [SD] are shown in Table 1 . Total PASE was slightly lower in PD subjects compared to HC. In subgroup analysis, this difference was driven largely by women over the age of 70, where mean PASE for PD subjects was 127.0 (69.0) compared to 207.1 (83.1) for controls (p = 0.0043). Excluding women over 70, the mean PASE was similar between PD subjects and HC (206.4 (94.6) vs. 208.8 (77.3), p = 0.784). There were no significant differences in household or leisure PASE subscores between PD and HC. Further analysis of moderate, vigorous, and strengthening activities (Fig. 1) showed that a higher proportion of PD subjects than HC participated in strength-building at least one day per week (58.5% vs 43.4%, p = 0.0004); there was no difference between groups for moderate activities (37.3% vs 37.7%, p = 0.928) or vigorous activities (42.8% vs 44.5%, p = 0.707).
In linear regression analysis for PD subjects, higher PASE was associated with younger age (B = 0. The proportion of individuals meeting AHA activity guidelines was not significantly different between PD subjects (47%) and HC (44%) (p = 0.588). There were no gender differences in rates of adherence to activity guidelines (p = 0.113 for PD subjects, p = 0.826 for HC). In logistic regression analysis among PD subjects, AHA adherence increased with age (B = 0.954, p = 0.015), and there was a 
DISCUSSION
We found a trend toward slightly lower (8%, p = 0.1) activity levels in early PD subjects and similar adherence to AHA activity guidelines compared to matched controls. This suggests that early PD patients can maintain physical activity levels comparable to healthy peers. This finding is supported by small randomized trials demonstrating that PD patients are capable of increasing physical activity early in the disease [17] [18] [19] [20] . However, the modest disparity in activity levels observed in this early cohort is likely to increase as the disease and motor disability progress [12, 21] , highlighting the need for exercise counseling early in the disease course. Additionally, adequate symptomatic management at all stages likely carries the benefit of increased physical activity, which may further improve both motor and non-motor symptoms. In turn, the sometimes advocated delay or limitation of dopaminergic replacement therapy may further worsen disability by decreasing activity levels. Apart from age and gender, other clinical characteristics were not associated with physical activity at baseline, suggesting that all patient groups would benefit from increased physical activity. Older patients, especially women, may be particularly vulnerable to inactivity and its attendant complications, including falls, fractures, and loss of independence. Interestingly, we identified a trend toward higher rates of AHA adherence with increasing body mass index, which could be related to additional exercise counseling for overweight individuals. Further studies are needed to identify the specific motivators and barriers to exercise among patients with PD; these can be used to design targeted activity interventions [10] .
Our findings are consistent with prior data that physical activity levels do not meet recommended targets even for early PD [10] . However, most studies of physical activity in PD focus on walking behaviors, while the PASE queries multiple types of physical activity and provides a fuller picture of weekly fitness habits. The use of a validated instrument to measure physical activity in a large, deeply-phenotyped cohort of PD patients and matched controls are additional strengths of the current study. Nevertheless, some important limitations should be acknowledged. The PPMI cohort is highly motivated and may not be representative of the wider PD population. In particular they may be more likely to exercise, which could explain why PASE scores were higher than previously published population norms. The PASE questionnaire is self-administered and retrospective, and is therefore subject to bias. However, PASE scores are strongly correlated with objective measures of physical activity [15, 16] . We attempted to mitigate miscategorization of activity intensity by auditing subject-reported data against the official administration and scoring manual. Since not all subjects listed specific activities, and since some activities are not categorized in the scoring manual, it remains possible that some subject-reported scores still overestimated or underestimated true activity. Additionally, the selfreported nature of PASE prevents clarification of activity frequency or duration; we identified a few individuals who self-reported daily activities exceeding 24 hours, but we cannot verify that others did not also overreport or underreport activity frequency or duration. However, among scores that required auditing, the magnitude of change was small and subjects were equally likely to over or under-code their activity. Lastly, our cross-sectional study examined only initial PASE and clinical data, as the PASE was added as an assessment after the inception of the PPMI cohort and follow-up data are currently limited. The longitudinal design of PPMI will allow future studies to examine changes in physical activity as well as any potential association between baseline activity levels and clinical manifestations or biomarkers of disease progression.
